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Recent experiments in the study of inertial confinement fusion
(ICF) at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) in the United
States have reached the so-called alpha-heating regime1–3, in
which the self-heating by fusion products becomes dominant,
with neutron yields now exceeding 1 × 1016 (ref. 4) However,
there are still challenges on the path towards ignition, such
as minimization of the drive asymmetry, suppression of laserplasma instabilities, and mitigation of fabrication features5.
In addition, in the current cylindrical-hohlraum indirect drive
schemes for ICF, a strong limitation is the inefficient (≤10%)
absorption of the laser-produced hohlraum X-rays by the capsule as set by relative capsule-to-hohlraum surface areas.
Here we report an experiment demonstrating ~30% energy
coupling to an aluminium capsule in a rugby-shaped6, gold
hohlraum. This high coupling efficiency can substantially
increase the tolerance to residual imperfections and improve
the prospects for ignition, both in mainline single-shell hotspot designs and potential double-shell targets.
Reproducing the fusion power source for the Sun in a laboratory
on the Earth has long been a cherished scientific goal due to its near
limitless energy potential. Since the idea of using high-power lasers
to create fusion conditions in the laboratory was first published
in 19727, much progress has been made to understand the inherent challenges, particularly the degrading effects of hydrodynamic
instabilities and drive asymmetries. Successively larger lasers have
been constructed over the past decades to drive ever larger targets
that are predicted to be more robust to all sources of implosion degradation. The minimum laser energy required for ignition scales as
−6 −0.8
E ign ~ η−1α 1.8vimp
Pa (refs 8,9), where η is the hohlraum-to-capsule
coupling efficiency, α is in-flight adiabat parameter that measures
the fuel entropy, vimp is the peak implosion velocity of the shell and Pa
is the peak ablation pressure. Much effort has focused on increasing
vimp and Pa while keeping a low fuel adiabat10. Relatively less attention has been paid towards improving η by increasing the capsule
size because within the current laser drive capability a larger capsule will result in asymmetry if the standard cylindrical hohlraum
geometry is followed. A substantial increase in η with rugby-shaped
hohlraums will allow larger capsules to be driven while maintaining
reasonable symmetry.
A typical energy partition in the standard indirect drive design is
the following5: with ~2 MJ input laser energy, ~1.6 MJ is converted
to X-rays in the hohlraum, ~150 kJ is absorbed by the capsule1 and
~8–15 kJ is in the kinetic energy of the shell2. It is clear that there is
a tremendous energy loss in the coupling from the hohlraum to the
capsule, so that enhancing this coupling efficiency is an effective
way to improve performance in the indirect-drive ICF.

Efficient energy coupling would benefit both the mainline central-hot-spot (CHS) approach, where a hot spot initiates the thermonuclear burn, and a complementary scheme for volumetric ignition
using double-shell (DS) capsules11. In the latter, a high-Z inner shell
is added to provide high inertial confinement and efficient radiation trapping. The DS approach generally provides less gain than
CHS due to less fuel mass, yet it has potential benefits such as a
low ignition threshold (4–5 keV versus 10–12 keV in CHS), relaxed
requirements on symmetry, and non-cryogenic fielding11,12. The
ignition threshold is lower than the CHS approach because of the
large reduction in radiation loss11, which is one of the major energy
losses in the hot spot2. Elements of the DS concept have been successfully tested using low-Z inner shells at the OMEGA and NOVA
laser facilities13–16. In contrast to the single-shell approach, where the
laser drive generates successively stronger shocks, the DS approach
uses a shorter reverse-ramp pulse shape for impulsively driving the
outer shell, thus minimizing the adverse effects of hohlraum plasma
filling on late-time laser propagation17.
The NIF18 experiment for demonstrating high coupling used
a large Al capsule in a Au rugby hohlraum driven at 1 MJ of laser
energy with a reverse-ramp pulse shape as in the DS approach.
A single-shell target was used in this experiment since it is sufficient for the study of the hohlraum-to-capsule coupling in a DS
configuration. Typically ICF targets employ a low-Z capsule (Be,
CH or high-density carbon (HDC)) mainly for a high ablation
rate9. However, these materials are not sufficiently opaque to prevent preheat which raises the fuel entropy, thus a higher-Z dopant
shielding layer is required. The pure Al ablator in our target differs from previous ablators fielded on the NIF by providing effective
self-screening of preheat of the encapsulated DT fuel. The Al shell
trajectory during the implosion was measured with streaked X-ray
radiography to provide both the shell velocity and mass remaining.
The mass remaining is in good agreement with an analytical estimate using the measured hohlraum radiation temperature and shell
velocity as inputs to a rocket model. The shell kinetic energy was
measured to be 34 ± 4 kJ with a ~1 MJ laser drive, which is two to
four times that which was achieved in the recent record-yield shots
with a ~2 MJ laser drive2. Given that the typical rocket efficiency for
an imploding Al ablator is ~10% (ref. 19), 34 kJ shell kinetic energy
corresponds to >300 kJ coupled into the capsule, consistent with
detailed comparison between simulated and measured quantities as
described in this paper.
The experimental configuration uses a standard X-ray backlighting set-up, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The time history of the radiation
temperature Tr, measured through the laser entrance hole using the
Dante diagnostic (an absolutely calibrated X-ray diode array20), is
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a bound on the effect of asymmetry on the average shell velocity
at the hohlraum midplane, which is still within the experimental
errors. The simulations also confirm that the transmission minimum velocity is equal to the shell velocity or implosion velocity over
this time window.
With the measured Tr and the shell velocity vimp, the remaining
shell mass can be estimated using a rocket model19:
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Fig. 2 | Results from 1D X-ray radiography. a, Streaked 1D X-ray
radiograph. b, Measured and simulated shell velocity versus time. The
velocity is calculated by taking linear derivatives of four sequential radius
points. The error bars in velocity derive from the error bars in radius, which
are statistical uncertainty in locating the radius of minimum transmission
affected by noise.
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Fig. 1 | Experimental set-up and measured time history of laser power and
radiation temperature. a, Laser power versus time for outer beams (blue),
inner beams (red), total (black) and backlighter (green). The laser drive
had a reverse-ramp shape with a duration of ~4 ns, a peak power of 350 TW
and a total energy of 1.08 MJ, of which 68 kJ was used for the backlighter.
b, Experimental schematic showing representative outer beams (blue) and
inner beams (red). A Zr foil located at 12 mm from the target centre was
irradiated by eight NIF beams to generate a 16 keV backlighter (green)26.
The hard X-rays are necessary to provide sufficient transmission through
the imploded Al shell. Two opposing windows made of HDC were patched
on the hohlraum wall along the radiography axis to allow X-rays to pass
through. c, Measured and simulated radiation temperature versus time.
The error bars are standard deviation among the four channels of Dante.

m 
vimp (cm s −1) = 107 Tr (100 eV) ln  0  ∕1.25
 m 

(1)

shown together with simulation results. The radiation temperature
follows the fast rise of the driver pulse, reaching a plateau near the
peak power and then decreasing as the drive laser turns off. The
peak radiation temperature reaches 248 ± 3 eV. The bump at 7–11 ns
is an artefact due to the backlighter. The simulated time history of
Tr agrees well with the data while the laser is on, and decays more
slowly than the data after the laser turns off. This difference turns
out to be energetically insignificant, as the simulated and measured
shell trajectories are in excellent agreement (as will be seen later in
the 2D results).
The time-resolved one-dimensional (1D) radiograph21 of the Al
shell recorded by an X-ray streak camera22 is shown in Fig. 2a. The
radiograph shows a clear trajectory of a single limb over a relatively
long recording time of 4.6 ns within a single shot. The implosion
velocity is measured by tracking the position of the minimum of
transmission, which is found to be 1.51 ±  0.08 ×  107 cm s−1, as shown
in Fig. 2b. The simulated velocity is in good agreement with the
measurements either with asymmetric drive (blue solid line) or with
symmetrized drive (blue dashed line). The difference in velocity
from the simulations with and without drive asymmetry provides

where Tr is in hundreds of eV or heV, m0 is the initial mass and
m is the mass remaining. The factor of 1.25 in equation (1) is due
to the dependence on the ablator material, vimp ~ (1 + Z )∕ A . The
numerical formula in ref. 19 is based on simulations with a CH ablator (fully ionized, average Z =  3.5, A = 6.5). The implosion velocity
is reduced by factor of 1.25 for the Al ablator (ionized to He-like,
Z =  11, A = 27) relative to a CH ablator. Given the measured peak
radiation temperature Tr = 2.48 heV, vimp =  1.51 ×  107 cm s−1 and
m0 = 10.5 mg, the mass remaining is estimated to be 3.2 mg. The
2
shell kinetic energy then follows as E = 1 mvimp
~ 36kJ.
2
From the lineout of the 1D radiograph the radial profile of the
shell mass density can be reconstructed to obtain a more accurate measurement of the mass remaining. The shell density profile
is reconstructed using a forward iterative inversion procedure23.
Figure 3 shows the reconstructed density profile at t = 8.4 ns. By
integrating this profile under the assumption of spherical symmetry
and cold opacity, the mass remaining is found to be 3.0 ± 0.2 mg,
in good agreement with the estimate from the rocket model.
Figure 3 also shows the calculated transmission profile from the
reconstructed density profile, giving good agreement with the data,
and thus validating the reconstruction. Together with the measured
shell velocity, the shell kinetic energy is found to be 34 ± 4 kJ.
We have also performed two-dimensional (2D) radiography24 to
evaluate the symmetry of the imploded Al shell. Due to the limited
HDC diagnostic patch size, the 2D snapshots were taken at a later
time than the 1D radiograph when the shell was smaller. Figure 4a
shows a 2D radiograph taken at 10.5 ns. Although at this delay the
capsule was still too large to provide a suitable lineout as in the 1D
radiograph, the shape can be analysed for a symmetry assessment.
The average radius of the transmission minimum is measured to
be 550 ±  20 μm, and the second Legendre mode P2, which indicates
whether the shape is prolate (positive) or oblate (negative)25, is
+40 μm, or ~7% of the radius. Simulations suggest that P2 is smaller
at earlier time. We can thus use this value to estimate an upper limit
on the asphericity-induced uncertainty in the mass remaining and
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Fig. 3 | Comparison of the radiograph lineout at 8.4 ns (red) and
calculated transmission profile (black) from the reconstructed density
profile (blue).
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Fig. 4 | Results from 2D X-ray radiography. a, 2D X-ray radiograph at
10.5 ns. b, Comparison of measured and simulated shell radius versus time.
The data at 7–9 ns are from the 1D radiography shot, and the data point at
10.5 ns is from the 2D snapshot. These two shots had different HDC patch
sizes. The error bars in radius are statistical and originate from locating the
radius of minimum transmission in a radiograph affected by noise.

Fig. 5 | Energy coupled to the capsule as a function of time from
0.7× subscale and full-scale simulations. The energy absorbed at the
experimental probe time 8.4 ns is 330 kJ, marked as the red dot in the 0.7×
curve. The typical absorbed energy 150 kJ in standard CHS full-scale design
is marked as red dashed line for comparison.

the shell kinetic energy measured at 8.4 ns. The radius at the pole
would be 1.5 ×  P2 ~ 60 μm larger, or the average velocity 11% lower.
From the rocket model the corresponding mass remaining would be
12% larger. Overall the kinetic energy is ∝mv2 ~ 10% less, which is
within the experimental error.
The measured radius versus time from both the 1D radiograph
at 7–9 ns and the 2D snapshot at 10.5 ns is plotted in Fig. 4b. The
simulated time history of the radius, taking into account the different HDC patch sizes for these two shots, shows good agreement with
the data. Table 1 presents a list of measured quantities in comparison
with simulated results, indicating good agreement between the simulations and experimental data. It should be noted that high convergence is not required for the DS approach: the outer shell needs to
converge by only a factor of ~5×even in the full-scale ignition design.
The energy coupling is mainly enhanced by a combination of
the large capsule-to-hohlraum ratio and the short drive duration.
In the indirect drive scheme, the hohlraum is filled with X-rays and
the coupling to the capsule depends mainly on a geometric effect:
the surface area ratio of the capsule to the hohlraum. Our capsule is
50% larger in radius than the standard single-shell capsule, leading
to a higher coupling efficiency. The typical pulse shape in recent
record-yield shots has a few small peaks followed by a main peak
starting around 10 ns (ref. 3). Therefore the capsule is already partially compressed at the start of the main drive for these schemes,
further reducing the area ratio and energy coupling to the capsule.
The pulse shape used in our experiment is a short reverse ramp with
high power early in time when the capsule is still large, enabling

higher coupling efficiency. Furthermore, the rugby shape of the
hohlraum helps minimize surface area losses compared with cylindrical hohlraums, which is the dominant energy loss mechanism in
hohlraums. Since the efficiency is enhanced mainly by the geometry
and the short drive duration, the high coupling will not be significantly decreased by the presence of fill tube or mix at inner layers.
The time history of the absorbed energy by the capsule from simulations is plotted in Fig. 5 for this 0.7×subscale campaign with 1 MJ
drive (blue line). The ~30% coupling efficiency at 8.4 ns is more than
three times greater than the current CHS designs for indirect drive.
Although the pulse shape is unique to the DS approach, a novel hohlraum shape accommodating a larger capsule could markedly enhance
the coupling efficiency in the CHS approach as well. In the next phase
of our experiments, the Al capsule will be filled with DT gas to enable
nuclear diagnostics; shape-tuning campaigns will aim to improve the
symmetry; and an additional factor of two increase of total coupled
energy up to ~700 kJ is projected for a full-scale design (see Methods)
and 2 MJ drive, as shown in Fig. 5 (black line).
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The Au rugby hohlraum was 9.86 mm long and 7.0 mm in diameter in the
equatorial plane, with a laser entrance hole (LEH) diameter of 3.6 mm. The gas
fill was pure 4He at 0.3 mg cm−3 to help control time-dependent hohlraum drive
asymmetry. The Al capsule supported by two 45 nm membranes was 3.0 mm in
outer diameter and 148 μm thick, which is ~50% greater than typical ICF capsules
that are ~2 mm in diameter. The detector was a streak camera with a slit for timeresolved 1D radiography with a magnification of 7.8×, and a framing camera with a
pinhole array for a 2D snapshot with a magnification of 4.5×.
A 0.3-ns 30-TW laser pedestal was added at the beginning of the pulse to
reduce laser backscatter. The backlighter was turned on from 5 ns to 9 ns for the
1D streaked radiography and from 7 ns to 11 ns for the 2D radiography. The total
backscattered energy was estimated as 3.9% of the incident laser energy.
The simulations used to design and model the experiment are fully integrated
(hohlraum +  capsule +  gas fill + laser), 2D radiation-hydrodynamic simulations
based on the LASNEX code27. The Au hohlraum and Al capsule are modelled using
DCA opacities28 and an electron thermal flux limiter of 0.03 (ref. 29). This model
reproduces the data without the need for ad hoc drive multipliers to account for
‘missing energy’, in contrast to standard hohlraum modelling30. The simulations
are post-processed with ray tracing to generate synthetic radiography images for
comparison with the data. Inclusion of the HDC patches in the simulations is
important, as the simulated peak Dante radiation temperature would otherwise be
~7 eV higher than the data, or ~11% higher in peak X-ray flux.
The shell opacity ×  density (κρ) product is calculated from the 1D radiograph
using a forward iterative unfolding procedure23 that includes the spatial blurring
introduced by the imaging slit and the temporal blurring and point spread
function introduced by the streak camera. The density radial profile is directly
calculated from the κρ product to obtain a more accurate measurement of the
mass remaining under the assumption that within the unablated region of the Al
shell the approximation of cold opacity is valid at the photon energies used in our
experiment. This assumption has been validated by simulations showing that the
temperatures in the unablated region of the shell stay well below 60 eV. At 60 eV,
we expect from the Boltzman distribution that the Al K shell remains filled, which
contributes 90% of cold opacity, and the L shell is only partially ionized, giving 95%
of cold opacity. The temperature in the densest part of the unablated Al is about
20–25 eV at 9–12 ns from the simulations, so that the opacity difference is less than
5% from the cold values. We have also compared simulations using the cold opacity
or the DCA model, and found the difference is less than 3%.
An envisaged ignition design is shown in Supplementary Fig. 1 for the
capsule and in Supplementary Fig. 2 for the hohlraum, with the driver pulse
shape shown in Supplementary Fig. 3. In this full-scale design, an Al outer shell
of 3.6 mm diameter absorbs the hohlraum-generated X-rays to reach a peak speed
of >200 μm ns−1 before colliding with an inner shell of gold that is concentrically

suspended by a low-density (<60 mg cm−3), low-Z, inter-shell annular foam.
This inner shell of nearly 300 μm radius encapsulates a liquid deuterium–tritium
(D-T) fuel that is compressed by a factor of nearly 1000× to ~200 g cm−3 from the
decelerating inner shell after reaching a peak velocity of ~300 μm ns−1. The high-Z
inner shell provides the required inertia to confine the fuel for tens of picoseconds
while the fuel attains thermonuclear conditions: areal density of ~0.3 g cm−2 and
threshold ignition temperature of ~4 keV. This threshold ignition temperature is
considerably lower than the nearly 12 keV required for the mainline cryogenic
single-shell design, due to the high albedo of the inner shell to X-ray generation
from the self-heated fuel. The main heating mechanism is from stopping of alpha
particles (4He) generated within the fuel, leading to peak D and T ion temperatures
of 50–100 keV. The simulated thermonuclear energy yield of this double-shell
design is ~1 ×  1018, according to 2D radiation-hydrodynamic simulations.
The main challenges with achieving double-shell ignition are: achieving
sufficiently high outer-shell implosion symmetry; obtaining an adequate hohlraum
temperature to drive the outer shell to greater than 200 μm ns−1; ensuring benign
levels of X-ray preheat symmetry on the inner shell; and tolerating the degrading
effects of hydrodynamic instability growth on both the inner and outer surfaces
of the inner shell to maintain shell integrity and to limit the degrading effects of
mixing of inner-shell material with DT fuel. The subscale outer-shell experimental
results reported here are intended to understand and control the drive and
symmetry of the outer shell in preparation for eventual fielding of an interior
(inner) shell. This ignition design is expected to provide a pathway to higher-gain
double-shell targets that could provide the basis for a fusion–fission hybrid
power plant31.

Data availability

The data that support the findings of this study are available from the
corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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